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The 5 Biggest Security Operations 
Trends Shaping Today’s MSSP
How service providers can take on 
the latest industry headwinds to bring 
value to SOC teams and deliver positive 
outcomes to customers
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Introduction

Even before COVID-19 disrupted the cybersecurity and risk profiles for many 
organizations, managed security services providers were having their day in the 
sun. Hamstrung by skills shortages, a rise in threats and alerts, growing attack 
surfaces, difficult-to-deploy technologies and visibility issues, businesses real-
ized that offloading some or all of their security needs and responsibilities to a 
trusted provider was an optimal business decision. At the end of 2019, the total 
addressable managed security market was expected to surpass $58 billion by 
2024 as a clearly booming number of managed service providers adding secu-
rity to their portfolios to gain a new revenue stream and a piece of the greater 
pie.

Then a global pandemic struck, and most businesses pivoted to remote work, which, not surprisingly, accentuated a new 
set of security challenges, from coronavirus-themed phishing attacks to remote access weaknesses to data leakage risks 
spurred on by increased cloud adoption. And even as these new deficiencies rose to the forefront, organizations still were 
operating with many of the same limitations as before the health crisis, only fortifying the need to call on outside help. In 
fact, a recent Microsoft survey on the digital transformation of cybersecurity, examined, among other things, changes to 
cybersecurity staffing as a result of the pandemic. The report found that 40% of survey respondents expect to add staff by 
outsourcing security needs.

Yet while the managed security is flourishing, a more crowded market 
means more of a need to stand apart from the competition and carve out 
your own niche. And with more entrants and demand than ever, the securi-
ty service provider space will continue to rapidly evolve, so everyone from 
new participants to established players will want to keep up with the chang-
ing circumstances. By concentrating on the five biggest trends shaping the 
marketplace, this guide will help you become (or remain) well positioned to 
conquer your rivals and deliver critical value to enterprises desperate for 
the detection and response capabilities that MSSPs can offer.

https://www.channelfutures.com/msp-501/msp-501-2019-mssp-report
https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2020/08/19/microsoft-shows-pandemic-accelerating-transformation-cyber-security/
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Trend No. 1: 

The At-Home Security Analyst Goes Mainstream
“Big Dreams Happen in Small Places”
- Malcolm D. Allen

SOC analyst churn has become an industry-wide scourge, but because of the sheer numbers 
required by them, MSSPs notoriously feel the largest brunt. A 2019 study determined that eight out 
of 10 analysts report their SOC has experienced at least 10%, but up to 50%, of analyst turnover in the 
past year.

Much of an analyst’s day is typically spent mired in labor-intensive and very detail-oriented tasks involving 
“eyes on glass” and paperwork. Boredom can reign supreme in the SOC if lower-tier analysts are spending 
most of their hours manually clicking through thousands of daily alerts firing in from disparate detection 
mechanisms and then choosing to either ignore or escalate. Eventually, weariness and dissatisfaction 
can lead to burnout. As a result, analysts are leaving SOC teams in startling numbers. But there could be 
some good news on the horizon for resource-starved MSSPs, oddly thanks to COVID-19.  

When all is said and done, perhaps the virus’ biggest impact on the business world will be the normalization of 
remote work. With more companies now embracing distributed workforces, what may have first been perceived as 
a short-term stopgap may turn into a permanent shift as businesses realize many white-collar job requirements can 
be performed just as effectively from home. 

There are admittedly a few such professional occupations that fall closer to the gray area, roles that are fundamen-
tally rooted in physical interaction. One such job is the security operations practitioner. The SOC is a uniquely tactile 
place, where huddles around monitors are as common as incoming alerts. But now with many security analysts and 
engineers sequestered to their living rooms, triage activities and escalation decision making has gone remote. This 
has made it easier to secure talent as MSSPs are no longer constrained by certain geographical proximity. A larger 
talent pool means securing best-of-breed talent, and tools like security orchestration, automation and response 
(SOAR) can easily enable 24x7x365 communication and collaboration among analysts sitting anywhere in the 
world. 

Remote security operations personnel also means lower overhead because you are able to save on 
the cost of supporting on-site workers sitting in a physical space. And the best news of all? 
You may also be able to keep your analysts longer: Studies have shown that teleworking 
can dramatically improve employee retention.

 https://www.channel-impact.com/research-security-analysts-say-soc-turnover-is-on-the-rise/
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Trend No. 2: 

False Positives Are More Negative Than Ever
“A False Friend Is More Dangerous Than an Open Enemy”
 - Francis Bacon

Let’s play some Jeopardy. The answer is “25%.” “What is the percentage of a security analyst’s 
day spent chasing false positives?” Indeed, according to a recent Ponemon Institute study, the 
problem of misabled alerts and indicators of compromise remains common and is another 
factor of analyst fatigue. This predicament is nothing new for the SOC. Since it was born, false 
positives and alert fatigue were prominent predicaments. But what started as bogus notifica-
tions from anti-virus solutions and IPSes have ballooned into something far more unwieldy, with 
the average enterprise running over 130 security tools. 

Faced with an overwhelming volume of alerts and the draining reality of false alarms, your goal 
becomes to reduce alert volume, resulting in you ignoring certain categories of alerts and turn-
ing off high-volume reporting features, leading to, as a whole, the investigation of fewer alerts. 
And because you are spending so much time trying to free yourself of the tedious stuff, not only 
is your profitability affected but so is potentially your competitive differentiation, as customers 
expect you to be actively hunting for and eradicating threats within their environment, rather 
than being distracted by the noise of low-level (possibly false) alerts.

The hodgepodge of tools your clients are running – and the diversity of their environments – 
makes shortening the validation lifecycle of lower-level and common alerts paramount. Some 
service providers find usefulness in SOAR technology because it can run correlations against 
real-time telemetry, group related alerts and provide full context of the security incident at 
hand. In cybersecurity, timing is everything. The sooner a potential malicious event is assessed 
and addressed, the less damage that can be waged by attackers.

https://www.itopstimes.com/itsec/report-socs-wasting-25-of-time-chasing-false-positives/
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Trend No. 3: 

Threat Intelligence is the Backbone of SOC Success
“An Intelligent Hell Would Be Better Than a Stupid Paradise”
 - Victor Hugo

One of the notable reasons organizations turn to security service providers is because MSSPs can provide the expertise 
and knowledge that they simply cannot replicate in house. But because every customer’s threat list is different, the intelli-
gence you provide to your clients must be tailored to their needs and risk appetite. 

If not, you run the risk that your threat intelligence (TI) will become commoditized. An alert comes in, and it gets investigat-
ed, triaged and remediated. And with good processes in place, the learning (for example, a rogue IP address) is applied to 
the customer environment (in this case, the IP is blacklisted) to prevent this now-known bad issue from causing problems 
for the organization in the future. But how do you take TI beyond that?

What’s challenging is the level of context a security analyst has at their disposal to make decisions. Often it is limited to the 
activity seen within the company’s environment. This can lead to a myopic view of the potential threats and means new 
malicious activity can only be compared to events the team has seen previously. 

End-users are more curious than ever about the methods, motivations and behaviors of their foes. What began as calls 
for increased cyber information sharing and infusing threat intelligence into point security products, including SIEM, TI 
has become fundamental to virtually all security operations use cases. The clamor for TI maturity speaks not only to the 
sophistication of today’s digital mances but also 
the speed by which organizations must detect and 
respond to mitigate harm. Mean time to detect and 
respond are key SOC, if not business, benchmarks. 

From TI feeds to SOAR products to open-source 
platforms like MISP, threat intelligence is more 
accessible than ever. The result? Fewer 
missed alerts, improved decision-making 
and stronger ROI for the security program and over-
all business.
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Trend No. 4:

EDR, MDR, XDR … Oh My!
 “In science, each new point of view calls forth a revolution in nomenclature.”
- Friedrich Engels

A reinvention is underway within the security service provider industry, creating a bit of a jargon conundrum. While the term MSSP is still ubiqui-
tous, many established vendors have retooled their value proposition to focus on managed detection and response (MDR), with a focus on end-
points (the starting place for most breaches) through endpoint detection and response (EDR). 

This glossary expansion is, of course, symptomatic of the overall threat landscape – customers are demanding more proactive threat detection 
and response that goes beyond, for example, traditional SIEM functionality. For MSSPs that are quick to adapt, this will mean reducing customer 
churn and beating the competition more often to win deals. In fact, Gartner forecasts that by 2024, 25% of organizations will use MDR services, 
up from 5% today, and 40% of midsize enterprises will use MDR as their only managed security service.

MSSPs have historically been built around the premise of alert monitoring and security device (such as firewalls) management, before they be-
gan adding event monitoring through SIEM. But as the threat landscape has evolved, these providers have taken increased interest in blending in 
threat hunting, network forensics and incident response. MDR typically consists of:

• Endpoint Technology: Integrate with your customer’s existing security controls across network, endpoint and cloud.
• Advanced Analytics: Correlation of ingested alert data to analyze abnormal entities and behavior. 
• Threat Intelligence: Ability to quickly correlate alert data to known threats.
• Forensic Data: Ability to record and correlate endpoint, network/packet, user, log, vulnerability and other sources.
• Human Expertise: Applied to investigation, threat hunting and response to directed threats.

SOAR is an enabler for MDR services, providing visibility and collaboration. As you consider SOAR 
solution options, you should look for ones that are purpose-built for multi-tenancy to ensure the 
ability to customize playbooks and reporting across individual clients. Additionally, you should tar-
get solutions that have robust dashboards and customized reporting to deliver the visibility clients 
expect as part of MDR services. The finished product will be a SOAR that enables MDR services out 
of the box through the delivery of detection integrations; enrichment, analysis and triage; play-
book-driven responses; crisis management (depending on the platform); and metrics and reporting.

Meanwhile, extended detection and response (XDR), stay with us here, essentially takes the MDR/
EDR model and expands it to include email, network, server and cloud workloads. But here’s the rub: 
No XDR platform is good at everything, so your customers may be sacrificing some security by mov-
ing away from best-of-breed point products. SOAR can again aid you here, allowing you to ingest, 
group and investigate alerts from a multitude of tools into one platform, essentially “gluing” these 
products to form an XDR without the need to forklift anything and with the flexibility to change any of 
the individual products.
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Trend No. 5:

Accept the Customer for Who They Are and What They Want
“Be somebody who makes everybody else feel like a somebody.” 
- Brad Montague

All roads lead to the customer, in the same vein that the previous four trends discussed in this guide all intertwine and coalesce 
to be about one thing: the customer experience.

Here is what we already know: If you hold up your end of the bargain, your customer roster is almost certain to grow. Nearly ev-
ery SOC of the future will work with service providers in some capacity, forecasts Anton Chuvakin, former research VP at Gart-
ner and now head of security strategy at Google Chronicle, in a new paper he authored for Deloitte.

But here’s the caveat: Each relationship will look different, not just in composition (e.g. fully managed, where the MSSP owns 
SOC processes; co-managed, where the MSSP leads SOC know-how with input from the end-user; or a collaboration model, 
where the end-user leads with input from the MSSP) but also in terms of divergent levels of needs, processes, decision making 
and overall maturity.

End-users are demanding more than ever nowadays, no matter how prominent of a role they play in the customer-MSSP part-
nership. In particular, they are yearning for greater visibility into their expanding network, more transparency around what is 
happening within it, and, most of all, the ability for an outsider provider to do more than simply notify and decree marching 
orders for self-remediating threats. An MSSP whose limits are the alerting of suspected malicious activity is no longer adequate 
because of the speed, precision and concealment by which attackers strike. Customers care more than ever about positive 
outcomes from their providers, which means finding, disrupting and eradicating adversaries and helping get their affected 
business back on its feet as quickly as possible.

Understanding that each customer profile is distinct and empowering 
each through collaboration and visibility – which can be made seam-
less through security automation – is no longer a nice-to-have within 
your portfolio. But if you succeed here, good fortune awaits as you 
will curate a more satisfied and “sticky” customer while limiting the 
liability you need to take on on behalf of the client.

https://medium.com/anton-on-security/new-paper-future-of-the-soc-forces-shaping-modern-security-operations-8d7b221bc326
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Siemplify for Service Providers Video Tour
With more focus on service providers than any other SOAR vendor, Siemplify 
provides everything you need to deliver high-value security services at scale 
while keeping your customers delighted and your margins healthy.

Siemplify Community
Download the free version of our SOAR platform and experience the full power of 
managing security operations from a single platform in your own environment.

Siemplify Cloud
Test drive the leading SOAR platform with instant access to your very own cloud 
environment.

Conclusion 
The MSSP marketplace is prospering, but success in it is not guaranteed. The leading service provider players will continue to capitalize on 
the latest developments and advances, as outlined in this paper, to help their clients detect, triage, contain and remediate cyber threats. 
For MSSPs, security orchestration, automation and response (SOAR) is a natural ally, and as alluded to above, is much more than just another 
security tool. Siemplify can help you demonstrate value, address customer complexity, fix manual limitations and thrive in an environment of 
hyper-competition. If you’re interested in learning more, visit siemplify.co and check out:

siemplify.co

Written by Dan Kaplan

https://www.siemplify.co/blog/powerfully-simple-soar-for-service-providers-video/
https://www.siemplify.co/community/
https://www.siemplify.co/cloud-trial/
http://siemplify.co
https://www.siemplify.co/
https://www.siemplify.co/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/siemplify/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM5UwCcey6pSA0z0frZqGsA
https://www.facebook.com/Siemplify/
https://twitter.com/siemplify
https://www.linkedin.com/company/siemplify/
https://twitter.com/siemplify
https://www.facebook.com/Siemplify/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM5UwCcey6pSA0z0frZqGsA
https://www.siemplify.co/blog/powerfully-simple-soar-for-service-providers-video/
https://www.siemplify.co/blog/powerfully-simple-soar-for-service-providers-video/
https://www.siemplify.co/blog/powerfully-simple-soar-for-service-providers-video/
https://www.siemplify.co/community/
https://www.siemplify.co/community/
https://www.siemplify.co/community/
https://www.siemplify.co/cloud-trial/
https://www.siemplify.co/community/

